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Excellent Daughters - Katherine Zoepf
2016-01-12
For more than a decade, Katherine Zoepf has
lived in or traveled throughout the Arab world,
reporting on the lives of women, whose role in
the region has never been more in flux. Only a
generation ago, female adolescence as we know
it in the West did not exist in the Middle East.
There were only children and married women.
Today, young Arab women outnumber men in
universities, and a few are beginning to face
down religious and social tradition in order to
live independently, to delay marriage, and to
pursue professional goals. Hundreds of
thousands of devout girls and women are
attending Qur’anic schools—and using the
training to argue for greater rights and freedoms
from an Islamic perspective. And, in 2011, young
women helped to lead antigovernment protests
in the Arab Spring. But their voices have not
been heard. Their stories have not been told. In
Syria, before its civil war, she documents a
complex society in the midst of soul searching
about its place in the world and about the role of
women. In Lebanon, she documents a country
that on the surface is freer than other Arab
nations but whose women must balance extreme
standards of self-presentation with Islamic codes
of virtue. In Abu Dhabi, Zoepf reports on a
generation of Arab women who’ve found
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freedom in work outside the home. In Saudi
Arabia she chronicles driving protests and
women entering the retail industry for the first
time. In the aftermath of Tahrir Square, she
examines the crucial role of women in Egypt's
popular uprising. Deeply informed, heartfelt, and
urgent, Excellent Daughters brings us a new
understanding of the changing Arab
societies—from 9/11 to Tahrir Square to the rise
of ISIS—and gives voice to the remarkable
women at the forefront of this change.
The Origins of Heartbreak - Cara Malone
2017-10-15
Alex McHenry’s world stood still the day her
father passed. She was 19, studying to be an art
teacher, and living happily like any other college
student. Then abruptly, her life was reduced to
funeral arrangements, depression, therapy, and
the responsibility of caring for her mother, who
retreated to the couch to take solace in the
artificially cheerful hosts on the Home Shopping
Network. After more than a year of living frozen
in the moment of her father’s death, Alex
decides to take the first steps out of her grief.
She enrolls in a paramedic program and during
one of her first classes, she meets Megan
Callahan, a pretty but aloof medical student who
comes crashing into her life at the most
unexpected moment. It’s not long before Alex
discovers that Megan has her own skeletons in
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the proverbial closet, and when a bacterial
outbreak forces them together, they must both
decide whether to confront their demons
together, or continue to live in limbo. Can Alex
and Megan work together to mend their broken
hearts? Or will they turn away in fear?
Practicing what the Doctor Preached - Susan
Bales Ridgely 2017
Focusing on families -- Tuning in to focus on the
family: a history of Dobson's message and who
has been listening -- Father, mother, child: the
foundational trinity -- Preparing children to be
husbands and wives: gender, dating, and
sexuality -- All your children will be taught by
the Lord: how families focus on school choice -Bringing the home to the world: families and
focus's politics -- Retuning focus on the family.
Medical Review - 1892
Encyclopedia of Lesbian and Gay Histories and
Cultures - Bonnie Zimmerman 2021-06-13
A rich heritage that needs to be documented
Beginning in 1869, when the study of
homosexuality can be said to have begun with
the establishment of sexology, this encyclopedia
offers accounts of the most important
international developments in an area that now
occupies a critical place in many fields of
academic endeavors. It covers a long history and
a dynamic and ever changing present, while
opening up the academic profession to new
scholarship and new ways of thinking. A
groundbreaking new approach While gays and
lesbians have shared many aspects of life, their
histories and cultures developed in profoundly
different ways. To reflect this crucial fact, the
encyclopedia has been prepared in two separate
volumes assuring that both histories receive full,
unbiased attention and that a broad range of
human experience is covered. Written for and by
a wide range of people Intended as a reference
for students and scholars in all fields, as well as
for the general public, the encyclopedia is
written in user-friendly language. At the same
time it maintains a high level of scholarship that
incorporates both passion and objectivity. It is
written by some of the most famous names in the
field, as well as new scholars, whose research
continues to advance gender studies into the
future.
The Well of Loneliness - Radclyffe Hall
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2021-05-29
The Well of Loneliness, first published in 1928,
is a timeless portrayal of lesbian love. The thinly
disguised story of Hall's own life, it was banned
outright upon publication and almost ruined her
literary career as the subject was that of an
obscenity trial and forbidden at the time in
England. The novel tells the story of Stephen, an
ideal child of aristocratic parents—a fencer, a
horse rider and a keen scholar. Stephen grows
to be a war hero, a bestselling writer and a loyal,
protective lover. But Stephen is a woman, and is
attracted to women. As her ambitions drive her,
and society incarcerates her, Stephen is forced
into desperate actions. Although Gordon's
attitude toward her own sexuality is anguished,
the novel presents lesbianism as natural and
makes a plea for greater tolerance. It became an
international bestseller, and for decades was the
single most famous lesbian novel.
On My Own Country - 1880*
Ellen DeGeneres Biography: What Does it
Take For a Gay to Succeed in the
Entertainment Industry? - Chris Dicker
Ellen Degeneres - a true talent the world has
ever known. She has been through a lot in life.
Ellen's major breakthroughs came from doing
stand-up comedies, acting sets, TV show hosting
and writing several bestsellers. Ellen was not
always like this as she came from a normal
family and doing odd jobs in her 20s, but she
was able to turn the roadblocks in life into
stepping stones for success...
Forever - Kindle Alexander 2022-10-08
Dr. Robert Adams grew up with more
advantages than most—the son of a former vice
president, he had two loving fathers, a twin
sister he adores and wonderfully doting
grandparents. Life is good until one afternoon
when his dreams flat-line. And no scalpel can
repair the guilt and grief he carries with him for
the first time in his life. For Tech Sergeant
Landon Russo, determination isn’t just a word,
it’s a way of life. Joining the US Air Force allows
him to prove his worth, and he takes the values
of integrity, service and excellence to heart in
every decision he makes. Until on one fateful
night, in celebration of a much-deserved
promotion, a simple misstep sends his life flying
into a tailspin. As both men fight to regain
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control of their lives, they’ll soon discover fate
rules. Will they ignore the signs and risk
everything or will they take a chance and trust
their destiny to be together…forever?
Jericho - Ann McMan 2017-11-21
Librarian Syd Murphy flees the carnage of a
failed marriage by accepting an eighteen-month
position in Jericho, a small town in the
Appalachian Mountains of Virginia. Her plans to
hide out and heal her wounds fall by the wayside
as she gets drawn into the daily lives of the
quirky locals. When Syd gets a flat tire and is
rescued by the town physician, Maddie
Stevenson, the two women form a fast
friendship—but almost immediately begin
struggling with a mutual attraction. And, if that’s
not enough, Syd is straight and going through a
divorce—and Maddie somehow forgets to
mention her sexual orientation to her new best
friend. Almost everyone who crosses their paths
believes it’s only a matter of time until they
figure it out, but sometimes, it takes a while to
see the obvious. Together, Syd and Maddie learn
that life and love can have as many twists and
turns as a winding mountain road.
Whitman and the Romance of Medicine Robert Leigh Davis 1997-08-28
In this compelling, accessible examination of one
of America's greatest cultural and literary
figures, Robert Leigh Davis details the literary
and social significance of Walt Whitman's career
as a nurse during the American Civil War. Davis
shows how the concept of "convalescence" in
nineteenth-century medicine and
philosophy—along with Whitman's personal war
experiences—provide a crucial point of
convergence for Whitman's work as a gay and
democratic writer. In his analysis of Whitman's
writings during this period—Drum-Taps,
Democratic Vistas, Memoranda During the War,
along with journalistic works and
correspondence—Davis argues against the
standard interpretation that Whitman's earliest
work was his best. He finds instead that
Whitman's hospital writings are his most
persuasive account of the democratic
experience. Deeply moved by the courage and
dignity of common soldiers, Whitman came to
identify the Civil War hospitals with the very
essence of American democratic life, and his
writing during this period includes some of his
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most urgent reflections on suffering, sympathy,
violence, and love. Davis concludes this study
with an essay on the contemporary medical
writer Richard Selzer, who develops the
implications of Whitman's ideas into a new
theory of medical narrative.
Key To His Heart: Gay Romance - Trina Solet
2020-01-27
Phillip Morton is a disciplined and self-assured
young executive, but that's only on the surface.
His heart is in turmoil. He has just discovered
that his late brother might have left behind a
child. This child is only a rumor, a possibility,
but Phillip sets out to find him. To help him with
his search, he brings along Leon, his assistant.
Leon is very young and new to his job. Phillip
doesn't want things between them to turn too
personal, but he needs Leon to keep him sane.
Even as he searches for his nephew, Phillip is
afraid to hope. After the heart-wrenching loss of
his estranged brother, it seems too much to
expect that this child could be real. It turns out
that Ant, short for Anthony Morton Junior, is
very real indeed. He is a sweet three-year-old
living in precarious circumstances with an
elderly relative. Phillip has found them just in
time. As Leon lends a hand with all the new
challenges in Phillip's life, the two of them are
growing closer every day. If only Leon can free
himself of the demons from his childhood. While
Leon's past still haunts him, he and Phillip can't
rush into anything. Will Phillip's love and
patience win out in the end so they can all
become a family?
Reconsidering the Emergence of the Gay
Novel in English and German - James P.
Wilper 2016-02-15
In Reconsidering the Emergence of the Gay
Novel in English and German, James P. Wilper
examines a key moment in the development of
the modern gay novel by analyzing four novels
by German, British, and American writers.
Wilper studies how the texts are influenced by
and respond and react to four schools of thought
regarding male homosexuality in the late
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. The
first is legal codes criminalizing sex acts
between men and the religious doctrine that
informs them. The second is the ancient Greek
erotic philosophy, in which a revival of interest
took place in the late nineteenth century. The
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third is sexual science (or "sexology"), which
offered various medical and psychological
explanations for same-sex desire and was
employed variously to defend, as well as to
attempt to cure, this "perversion." And fourth, in
the wake of the scandal caused by his trials and
conviction for "gross indecency," Oscar Wilde
became associated with a homosexual
stereotype based on "unmanly" behavior. Wilper
analyzes the four novels-Thomas Mann's Death
in Venice, E. M. Forster's Maurice, Edward
Prime-Stevenson's Imre: A Memorandum, and
John Henry Mackay's The Hustler-in relation to
these schools of thought, and focuses on the
exchange and cross-cultural influence between
linguistic and cultural contexts on the subject of
love and desire between men.
All that is Solid Melts into Air - C. Koehler
2021-02-22
Remy thinks life after high school will be easier.
He’ll go to California Pacific for a year while he
gets a handle on his HIV, then after Michael
graduates from high school, they’ll blast out of
there for colleges—and life—on the East Coast.
Then Remy visits Boston and everything
changes. He realizes he likes CalPac. Turns out,
Boston doesn’t have anything for him beyond
one of the biggest regattas in North America.
Life grows more complicated when he gets
home. He can’t find a way to tell Michael that
he’s just blown their plan for their lives out of
the water. Then Remy’s CalPac coaches drop a
bomb on him. Those rowing officials who have
been watching him? They are recruiters for the
national team, and his coaches want him to try
out. They’ll even let Lodestone coach him. Now
he has to choose, school or crew, CalPac or
Michael, and he still hasn’t told Michael he can’t
transfer. Is there even a place for Michael in his
life? Somehow they have to withstand training at
the highest levels and having different goals.
Will love hold them together…or tear them
apart?
All the Little Moments - G Benson 2015-08-12
A successful anaesthetist, Anna is focused on
herself, her career, and her girlfriend.
Everything changes abruptly when her brother's
and sister-in-law's deaths devastate her and her
family. Left responsible for her young niece and
nephew, Anna finds herself dumped and alone in
Melbourne, a city she doesn't even like. She tries
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to navigate the shock of looking after two
children battling with their grief while managing
her own. Filled with self-doubt, Anna feels as if
she's making a mess of the entire thing,
especially when she collides with a long-legged
stranger. Anna barely has time to brush her
teeth in the morning, let alone to date a womanleast of all one who has no idea about the two
kids under her care. Just when Anna finally
starts to feel as if she's getting some control of
the situation, the biggest fight begins and Anna
really has to step up once and for all.
Reluctant Mate 3: Gay Werewolf Romance Eden Cole
Alexi is asked to find the man responsible for
creating a drug that makes humans into wolf
shifters. Against his better judgment, he agrees.
He's a jaguar shifter, and everyone knows
there's no love between the two species. Alexi
figures he'll get time to play with a piece he met
not too long ago. He's not all that interested
really, but what better way to piss off the
haughty werewolves. To assist Alexi in his task,
their leader calls in Jaren, a scientist. Alexi has
never seen a more sexy, if repressed, man in his
life, and the assignment has taken on a whole
new direction. While he's searching for a
werewolf that just might be stronger and more
powerful than he's met before, Alexi tries to
convince the nerdy Jaren that he is definitely not
straight no matter how much he protests! gay
romance, glbt, m/m, shifter romance, werewolf
romance
A Cut Above - Cara Malone 2018-02-27
Ivy Chan has always known her destiny. She
would be the best neurosurgeon in the state, or
maybe the country. Better even than her father,
whose shadow she's eager to escape. Ivy has
always been a student above all. Friendships,
hobbies and romance come second... or more
often, not at all. She's in the home stretch now,
the final year of medical school, and her surgical
residency is within reach.All Ivy needs to do is
stay the course.Which would be a hell of a lot
easier if she hadn't had the misfortune of falling
in love with her study partner.Chloe Barnes is
the kind of girl who can command Ivy's attention
even across a crowded Emergency Room. She's
smart and witty, she makes friends with
everyone she meets... she's the polar opposite of
Ivy's reserved, cynical nature. And one
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unexpected kiss in the hospital locker room
changes everything.It shoves Ivy off her chosen
path... Leaves her questioning everything... And
wanting more.This is the second book in the
Lakeside Hospital series. Each book can be
enjoyed as a stand-alone novel and the series
can be read in any order.
The Backup Boyfriend - River Jaymes 2013-11-29
Professionally, Dr. Alec Johnson has almost
reached his goals. As this year's recipient of a
humanitarian award with his ex, Dr. Tyler Hall,
Alec's work with the homeless is about to be
recognized. Unfortunately, his personal life
sucks because now he has to attend several
events alongside Tyler-with his ex's new
boyfriend in tow. In an attempt to lift his mood
and break out of his rut, Alec purchases a
motorcycle he has no idea how to start. Dylan
Booth doesn't have time for Dr. Clueless and his
fickle 1964 Harley, but the cocky mechanic can't
say no to the request for help. Having spent his
teen years on the streets, and losing his best
friend to HIV, Dylan decides teaching the dogooder how to ride is the least he can do. But
watching Alec flounder in his ex's company
throws Dylan into protector mode, and the
confirmed hetero introduces himself as Alec's
new boyfriend. The ex suspects Dylan is lying.
Alec claims Dylan's plan is insane. And Dylan's
not sure he can fake being gay. But Dylan's a
master bullshitter, and the phony PDA soon
turns ultra-hot. Alec can't afford to get attached,
and Dylan's learned everyone eventually leaves.
Unfortunately, playing the backup boyfriend is
starting to feel way too real...
Cut & Run - Madeleine Urban 2008-09-01
A series of murders in New York City has
stymied the police and FBI alike, and they
suspect the culprit is a single killer sending an
indecipherable message. But when the two
federal agents assigned to the investigation are
taken out, the FBI takes a more personal interest
in the case. Special Agent Ty Grady is pulled out
of undercover work after his case blows up in his
face. He's cocky, abrasive, and indisputably the
best at what he does. But when he's paired with
Special Agent Zane Garrett, it's hate at first
sight. Garrett is the perfect image of an agent:
serious, sober, and focused, which makes their
partnership a classic cliche: total opposites,
good cop-bad cop, the odd couple. They both
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know immediately that their partnership will
pose more of an obstacle than the lack of
evidence left by the murderer. Practically before
their special assignment starts, the murderer
strikes again - this time at them. Now on the
run, trying to track down a man who has focused
on killing his pursuers, Grady and Garrett will
have to figure out how to work together before
they become two more notches in the murderer's
knife."
Time After Time A Gay Paranormal Western
Love Story - G.W. Mullins 2018-02-07
Irregular Heartbeat - CHRIS. ZETT 2018-10-03
When drummer Diana Petrell leaves her rockstar life to return to ER medicine, she won't let
anything stop her. Dr. Emily Barnes isn't happy
having to babysit an intriguing resident with a
ten-year gap in her résumé. What happens to
their careers when Diana's secret comes out? A
lesbian romance that asks how much we'd risk
for love.
Gay Alpha Wolf Shifters - Tamsin Baker
For those who love dominant Alphas, wolf
shifters, manlove romance and fast-paced
adventure. There's only one thing in this world
worth dying for... and that's your fated mate.
These Alpha men find their true loves in the ones
they least expect. Box-set includes : The
Borough Boys series: Contemporary M/M
paranormal romance. Grayson's Mate. Aaron's
Mate. Brad's Mate. New World Shifters:
Dystopian M/M paranormal romance. The
Omega Shifter. Saving the Omega. The Alpha's
Omega Mate. This collection is packed with
stand-alone paranormal romance stories with no
cheating or cliffhangers and super sweet happily
ever afters!
After the Fire - Felice Stevens
A single bullet destroyed the dreams of Dr.
Jordan Peterson. With his lover dead, Jordan
descends into an endless spiral of selfdestruction that nearly costs him his friends, his
career and his life. When Jordan finds himself
working closely with the aloof Lucas Conover,
the investment banker’s mysterious past and
unexpected kindness shocks him back into a life
and emotions he’d thought lost forever. The
betrayal by the foster brother he’d worshiped,
taught Lucas Conover never to trust or believe
in anyone. Living a solitary life doesn’t free him
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of the nightmare of his youth; it reinforces his
belief that he would never fall in love. When the
death of one of his clients forces him to work
closely with Dr. Jordan Peterson, he meets a
person whose suffering exceeds his own. Though
Jordan rejects his effort to help, something
within Luke pushes him discover more about the
first man to ever get under his skin. As Luke lets
down his guard and Jordan lets go of his pain,
desire takes control. Each man must come to
terms with past struggles if they are to create a
future together. And learning to trust in
themselves and love again after tragedy and a
lifetime of pain, may be the only thing that saves
them in the end. This is a re-release of the
original version published in 2015. It has been
re-edited with over 4000 words of additional
content added.
Beautiful Disaster Signed Limited Edition Jamie McGuire 2012-11-27
Travis Maddox, Eastern University's playboy,
makes a bet with good girl Abby that if he loses,
he will remain abstinent for a month, but if he
wins, Abby must live in his apartment for the
same amount of time.
The Health of Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, and
Transgender People - Institute of Medicine
2011-06-24
At a time when lesbian, gay, bisexual, and
transgender individuals--often referred to under
the umbrella acronym LGBT--are becoming more
visible in society and more socially
acknowledged, clinicians and researchers are
faced with incomplete information about their
health status. While LGBT populations often are
combined as a single entity for research and
advocacy purposes, each is a distinct population
group with its own specific health needs.
Furthermore, the experiences of LGBT
individuals are not uniform and are shaped by
factors of race, ethnicity, socioeconomic status,
geographical location, and age, any of which can
have an effect on health-related concerns and
needs. The Health of Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, and
Transgender People assesses the state of science
on the health status of LGBT populations,
identifies research gaps and opportunities, and
outlines a research agenda for the National
Institute of Health. The report examines the
health status of these populations in three life
stages: childhood and adolescence, early/middle
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adulthood, and later adulthood. At each life
stage, the committee studied mental health,
physical health, risks and protective factors,
health services, and contextual influences. To
advance understanding of the health needs of all
LGBT individuals, the report finds that
researchers need more data about the
demographics of these populations, improved
methods for collecting and analyzing data, and
an increased participation of sexual and gender
minorities in research. The Health of Lesbian,
Gay, Bisexual, and Transgender People is a
valuable resource for policymakers, federal
agencies including the National Institute of
Health (NIH), LGBT advocacy groups, clinicians,
and service providers.
Chance This Change (A Gay Romance) - S.E.
Loveless
Change is always hard… But sometimes, you
need to take a chance… Alex Prentice never
thought his life would turn out like this… He
started working for a bad man at just thirteen,
and now, six years later, he’s ready for a change.
He wants something good in his life. He wants
something for himself. Alex went the only place
he could think of: He went to the police. He
never expected the Detective to be assigned to
his case to be a man like Scott Henderson, with
eyes that looked into him… through him. An
older man who showed him compassion and
care… the first he’d experienced in a long time.
A man who would be his protector until his court
date. A man he never thought he’d take a chance
on… A chance at love. * Scott Henderson
thought it would just be another day on the job.
The experienced Detective didn’t realize what he
was getting into when he took on Alex Prentice’s
case. The boy, just nineteen, was testifying. He’d
need to be protected. He’d need to be guided.
He’d need more than some slimy lawyer could or
would provide. But when he sees the striking
boy sitting alone in that interrogation room, he’s
taken aback. Something inside him swells, and
he feels an immense sadness for the life the
young man has lived. Scott thought Alex would
just be another guy raised on the streets,
someone to deal with, a job. He never expected
that Alex would turn into so much more than
that. He never expected that he would take a
chance on Alex… A chance at love.
Social Skills - Sara Alva 2013-03-20
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Music is the only form of communication Connor
Owens controls. No matter how badly he wishes
to fit in, friendly banter and casual conversations
have never been his thing. College is yet another
social universe he has no clue how to
navigate—until he meets Jared, a football player
with chestnut eyes and a cocky grin that holds
the power to shatter his self-imposed
prison.Jared's attention opens Connor up to a
new realm of emotional and physical intimacy.
But as Connor's self-confidence grows, so does
his fear that everything will fall apart. Because
in this socially stratified world, how long can a
relationship between an introverted violinist and
a closeted football player really last?
The Advocate - 2001-08-14
The Advocate is a lesbian, gay, bisexual,
transgender (LGBT) monthly newsmagazine.
Established in 1967, it is the oldest continuing
LGBT publication in the United States.
Lesbian Rule - Amy Villarejo 2003-10-15
With hair slicked back and shirt collar framing
her young patrician face, Katherine Hepburn's
image in the 1935 film Sylvia Scarlett was seen
by many as a lesbian representation. Yet, Amy
Villarejo argues, there is no final ground upon
which to explain why that image of Hepburn
signifies lesbian or why such a cross-dressing
Hollywood fantasy edges into collective
consciousness as a lesbian narrative.
Investigating what allows viewers to perceive an
image or narrative as "lesbian," Villarejo
presents a theoretical exploration of lesbian
visibility. Focusing on images of lesbians in film,
she analyzes what these representations contain
and their limits. She combines Marxist theories
of value with poststructuralist insights to argue
that lesbian visibility operates simultaneously as
an achievement and a ruse, a possibility for
building a new visual politics and away of
rendering static and contained what lesbian
might mean. Integrating cinema studies, queer
and feminist theory, and cultural studies,
Villarejo illuminates the contexts within which
the lesbian is rendered visible. Toward that end,
she analyzes key portrayals of lesbians in public
culture, particularly in documentary film. She
considers a range of films—from documentaries
about Cuba and lesbian pulp fiction to Exile
Shanghai and The Brandon Teena Story—and, in
doing so, brings to light a nuanced economy of
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value and desire.
A Textbook of Medical Jurisprudence and
Toxicology - Rai Bahadur Jaising P. Modi
2013-10-22
A Textbook of Medical Jurisprudence and
Toxicology, Sixth Edition discusses medico-legal
points concerning the different causes of death,
examination of evidence, and crimes that merit
medical attention and advice. The author
reviews the legal procedures in criminal courts
of medical jurisprudence, including the inquest
procedures, the difficulties encountered in
detecting crime, medical evidence, rules for
presenting evidence, and the powers of criminal
courts. The post-mortem examination concerns
the external and internal examination of the
deceased to establish identity (if unknown), to
determine time and cause of death. Under the
written orders of the court, an exhumation can
take place when suspicions of foul play arises
after death. The author discusses death in terms
of somatic (physical) or molecular (tissues and
cells dying individually after vital organs have
stopped functioning). The book also describes in
detail the primary modes of dying, namely,
syncope, asphyxia, and coma. The book explains
the medico-legal aspects of injuries, pregnancy,
legitimacy, rape, miscarriage, infanticide, and
insanity. This book is intended for medical
students, but can also benefit students in law
courses, and practitioners of legal jurisprudence
and of the medical sciences.
Men Who Beat the Men Who Love Them Patrick Letellier 2013-12-02
Domestic violence in gay male relationships is
the third largest health problem for gay men in
America today. Men Who Beat the Men Who
Love Them breaks the silence surrounding gay
male domestic violence and exposes this hidden
yet prevalent and destructive problem. The
authors paint a vivid picture of gay men’s
domestic violence, bringing its brutality to life by
including personal narratives, written by one of
the authors, by clearly defining what it is and
what it is not through lists of violent acts and
criminal code categories, and by thoroughly
examining and analyzing the criminal, mental
health, medical, political, and interpersonal
issues involved. The authors boldly depart from
the battered women’s literature by asserting
that batterers have a diagnosable mental
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disorder, that battering is not gender based, and
that much further criminalization of domestic
violence is necessary. Striving for victim
advocacy, the book underscores the idea that
gay men’s domestic violence is totally
unacceptable and is caused solely by individual
abusive gay men who choose to batter. The book
builds on and departs from what is known about
domestic violence, with the authors challenging
several fundamental premises in the literature,
unabashedly identifying battering as a mental
disorder. The authors explain that victims
cannot stop their battering partners from
battering and virtually all batterers choose to
harm their partners in a premeditated fashion.
The authors provide practical steps and
suggestions for victims who want to leave and
stay away from their violent partners and for
friends who want to help battered gay men.
Chapters describe the scope of the problem and
refute myths and misconceptions. There are
several detailed theory chapters in which the
authors explain why gay men’s domestic
violence occurs, who the batterers are, who the
victims are at different stages of victimization,
and how domestic violence can be stopped. A
visionary, wide-ranging governmental and
private plan of action is introduced, including
lists of necessary laws and policies, as well as
outlines of strong education, training, and
advertising problems needed in various sectors
of society. As a self-help book, Men Who Beat
the Men Who Love Them provides practical
information on a never-before discussed topic.
As a trainer’s manual or teaching guide, it
includes specific criteria for understanding the
problem and for providing treatment.
The Pharos of Alpha Omega Alpha-Honor
Medical Society - Alpha Omega Alpha 1979
Love This Touch: A Gay Romance Collection
(M/M Romance Box Set) - S.E. Loveless
2018-07-12
Love This Touch is a M/M romance box set of 3
sexy gay love stories featuring steamy, sensual,
and sweet male/male romance. From lusty and
exciting first times, to new experiences and selfdiscoveries, to love that ends in happiness ever
after, these three gay love romances by M/M
romance favorite S. E. Loveless are guaranteed
to stimulate you, satisfy you, and leave you
a-cut-above-a-lesbian-medical-romance-lakeside-hospital-2

smiling at the happy endings. Contained in this
76,000 word, 340 page collection are the books
Chance This Change, Guard This Body, and Save
This Life. Also contained is the bonus book
Tacking in the Wind. * Chance This Change Alex
Prentice never thought his life would turn out
like this… He started working for a bad man at
just thirteen, and now, six years later, he's ready
for a change. He wants something good in his
life. He wants something for himself. Alex went
the only place he could think of: He went to the
police. He never expected the Detective to be
assigned to his case to be a man like Scott
Henderson, with eyes that looked into him…
through him. An older man who showed him
compassion and care… the first he'd experienced
in a long time. A man who would be his
protector until his court date. A man he never
thought he'd take a chance on… A chance at
love. * Guard This Body For years he was a
bodyguard with a secret… His job description
was to protect Michael… It didn't say anything
about falling in love… Jackson thought he had
his world figured out. He was a bodyguard, one
of the best, and he did his job well. He never
expected to fall in love with his charge, Michael
Carson… He never expected to have to keep it a
secret… When danger threatens Michael, he
knows he has to act. But what does he do when
Michael finds out his secret? What does he do
when, in order to save Michael, he has to reveal
his love for him? * Save This Life Travis couldn't
know what the future would have in store for
him that night… …that night that changed his
life. He found the man sitting on the street,
passersby ignoring him… …a victim of a
mugging. He helped the stranger, helped to stop
the bleeding, helped to call the police and an
ambulance. He had done his duty as a Good
Samaritan, so what else was there left to do?
When he was about to leave, the man asked him
to stay. And Travis felt one of his heartstrings
tugged. The man was suffering from amnesia.
The man needed more than just his immediate
help. And Travis found himself giving more. He
offered the man a place to stay. Offered the man
emotional support. But what he didn't realize
was that he would offer the man his heart. That
night he helped somebody, possibly even saved a
life. How could he ever know that the man he
helped would, in his own way, save Travis' life,
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too? *
Secrets So Deep - KG MacGrego 2008-04-01
Since assuming her late husband's congressional
seat, Glynn Wright has led a quiet life of devoted
service and motherhood, earning a reputation as
a dependable soldier in her party. When her
sixteen-year-old son Sebby tries to take his own
life, Glynn is prepared to sacrifice everything to
save him—including the revelation of her past
relationships with women, a move that would
likely mean the end of her political career and
estrangement from her family. One by one,
Sebby's secrets spill with devastating
consequences for Glynn. Even Charlotte, Sebby's
psychiatrist, suffers from the fallout as her faith
in Glynn—and the growing attraction they can't
resist—puts her at odds with her profession.
Together, they search for the only thing that can
save them—the truth about Glynn's husband's
tragic death. Family and courage have never
meant as much as in Secrets So Deep, this
gripping romantic story from KG MacGregor
(Out of Love, Mulligan), whose entertaining
novels examine the complexities of the human
heart, and beyond.
You Asked for Perfect - Laura Silverman
2019-03-05
"Wise romantic and painfully relatable."—BECKY
ALBERTALLI, award-winning author of Simon
vs. the Homo Sapiens Agenda For fans of Adam
Silvera and Nina LaCour comes a timely novel
about a teen?s struggle when academic success
and happiness pull him in opposite directions.
Senior Ariel Stone has spent his life cultivating
the perfect college résumé: first chair violinist,
dedicated volunteer, active synagogue
congregant, and expected valedictorian. He
barely has time to think about a social life, let
alone a relationship...until a failed calculus quiz
puts his future on the line, forcing Ariel to enlist
his classmate, Amir, as a tutor. As the two spend
more time together, Ariel discovers he may not
like calculus, but he does like Amir. When he's
with Amir, the crushing academic pressure fades
away, and a fuller and brighter world comes into
focus. But college deadlines are still looming.
And adding a new relationship to his long list of
commitments may just push Ariel past his limit.
Full of empathy, honesty, and heart, You Asked
for Perfect is a story for anyone who has ever
questioned the price of perfection. Praise for You
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Asked for Perfect: "Silverman's novel hit me
straight in the heart... It was powerful enough to
make me want to be a better—yet still
imperfect—person." —Bill Konigsberg, author of
The Music of What Happens "A coming-of-age
novel that will charm readers with its relatable
and diverse characters, quirky storyline, and
interweaving of faith, queerness, and the
everyday lives of seniors navigating the
pressures of college applications, grades, and
relationships. Heartwarming and
engaging."—Kirkus
My Gay Geek Love Affair Bundle - Tabatha
Christi 2016-09-04
Social Perspectives in Lesbian and Gay
Studies - Peter M. Nardi 2013-09-13
This comprehensive reader brings a social
science perspective to an area hitherto
dominated by the humanities. Through it,
students will be able to follow the story of how
sociology has come to engage with gay and
lesbian issues from the 1950s to the present,
from the earliest research on the underground
worlds of gay men to the emergence of queer
theory in the 1990s. Bringing together classic
readings and the best work of younger scholars
from all parts of the English-speaking world, this
reader will be an invaluable resource for courses
at undergraduate and graduate level in all areas
of the sociology of sexuality and gender.
Separate sections cover: * theoretical
foundations * identity and community making *
institutions and social change * challenges for
the future. Each section begins with an
introduction giving readers a brief guide to the
readings in that section, contextualises them and
relates them to one another and the book ends
with an afterword by Ken Plummer summing up
the present state of play and looking forward to
the future.
New Our Right to Love - Ginny Vida 2010-05-11
The complete lesbian resource guide, Our Right
to Love instantly became a classic when it was
first published in 1978. Now fully revised and
expanded for the 1990s, this new edition
includes over 60 articles and interviews covering
the many aspects of lesbian life: relationships,
sexuality, health, activism, education and sports,
religion and spirituality, the law and legal issues,
multiethnic lesbian experience, and lesbian
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culture. A group of essays explores the lesbian
experience across cultures (African American,
Latina, Asian, Native American) and age groups.
Interviews with notable lesbians Martina
Navratilova, Melissa Etheridge, Margarethe
Cammermeyer, and Minnesota State
Representative Karen Clark examine the
particular experiences of highly visible out
lesbians. An extensive bibliography, resource
lists and index make this the complete lesbian
reference.
Making the Rounds - Patricia Grayhall
2022-10-11
Defying expectations of a woman growing up in
Arizona in the 1960s, Patricia Grayhall fled
Phoenix at nineteen for the vibrant streets of
San Francisco, determined to finally come out as
a lesbian after years of trying to be a “normal”
girl. Her dream of becoming a physician drew
her back to college, and then on to medical
school in conservative Salt Lake City. Though
Patricia enjoyed a supportive friendship with a
male colleague, she longed for an equal, loving
relationship with a woman. But her graduate
medical training in Boston, with its emotional
demands, long hours, lack of sleep, and social
isolation, compounded by the free-wheeling
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sexual revolution of the 1970s, made finding that
special relationship difficult. Often disappointed
but never defeated, Patricia—armed with wit
and determination—battled on against sexism in
her male-dominated profession and against
discrimination in a still largely homophobic
nation, plunging herself into a life that was
never boring and certainly never without
passion. A chronicle of coming of age during
second-wave feminism and striving to have both
love and career as a gay medical doctor, Making
the Rounds is a well-paced and deeply
humanizing memoir of what it means to seek
belonging and love—and to find them, in the
most surprising ways.
Reader's Guide to Lesbian and Gay Studies Timothy Murphy 2013-10-18
The Reader's Guide to Lesbian and Gay Studies
surveys the field in some 470 entries on
individuals (Adrienne Rich); arts and cultural
studies (Dance); ethics, religion, and
philosophical issues (Monastic Traditions);
historical figures, periods, and ideas (Germany
between the World Wars); language, literature,
and communication (British Drama); law and
politics (Child Custody); medicine and biological
sciences (Health and Illness); and psychology,
social sciences, and education (Kinsey Report).
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